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Design 
 
LPS France designs the 
most advanced systems 
of protection against 
lightning for your safety 
and provide effective 
solutions to the lightning 
phenomenon in the world. 

Research & 
Development 

Our Innovations are our 
strength and allow us to 
offer you exclusive 
solutions. 

Annual R&D budget =+5%  T.O  

Distribution 

LPS France has set up a 
large stock, and effective 
partnerships with carriers  
to deliver our products 
quickly on your sites. 

LPS France French Quality-Worldwide efficiency 

Study 
 
LPS France offers its 
expertise and 
recommendation services 
to meet your 
requirements for 
protection against 
lightning while preserving 
the security compliance, 
standards, budget & 
aesthetic of your facilities. 

Manufacturing 

LPS France manufactures 
a wide range of products 
for protection against 
lightning. Our quality 
policy and traceability of 
our products are well 
controlled and allow us to 
provide the best 
guarantees for your 
safety. 

Implementation 

LPS France and its trained 
and experienced partners, 
advise and support you to 
optimize the implementation 
of our products and adapt it 
to the specific place in 
compliance with the 
standards.. 

Training 
 

LPS France works in a 
qualitative approach , 
both in manufacturing  
and in supporting its 
partners.      
Technical training 
programs are taught on 
the subject of Lightning 
protection. Our certified 
partners receive ongoing 
training to ensure quality 
services. 



 Lightning Strike Alert 

 Remote Diagnostics  



E.S.E. 

Paraton@ir® is an Early 
Streamer Emission (E.S.E) 
lightning rod inspired by the  
latest advances in our knowledge 
about the effects of lightning, 
electromagnetism, T.H.T & fluid 
mechanics. 

 
    Sturdy & Reliable 

An aluminium alloy and polymeric 
materials, all patented, form the 
major part of our lightning rod. 
Without any fragil priming 
system or electronical 
component, we design the most 
reliable and sustainable product 
of the market. 

 



: nomenclature 

Harness Tip 
Harness head 
Priming poles 
Voltage booster 
Contact@ir connector 
Central inductive system 
 
 

Charger 
Grounding axis 
 



1 - Paraton@ir® accumulates charge: 

The element called « Charger » is designed to accumulate natural ions in 

the « Central Inductive System » (patented).  

This accumulation happens as quickly and in the same proportions as the 

increase in power of the ambient electric field generated by an upward 

tracer. 

2 - Paraton@ir® creates an electric field on a tremendous scale: 

At the time, thanks to the « Central Inductive System » and the 

« Voltage Boosters », Paraton@ir® creates a huge electrical field the 

charge of which is opposes to that of the natural electric field in presence 

and stimulates the « Harness head ». According to their quantity, the 

« Priming poles » multiply the efficiency of the priming.  

3- Harnessing and conduction by Paraton@ir® : 

The priming of Paraton@ir® system attracts the upward tracer and 

creates the « lightning strike » conditions. Then the « Harness tip » leads 

the lightning current through its axis toward the ground conductors. 

  

: How it’s work 



: Performances 

Paraton@ir® 10 Paraton@ir® 25 Paraton@ir® 45 Paraton@ir® 60 



 Identification 

 Diagnostics 

 In Real time Warning* 

 Lightning Intensity Level* 

E-maintenance Solutions 

* Option available with Rout@ir only 



Wireless communication solution : 
 
Contact@ir® is a radio transmitter that works with solar energy and 
performs functional tests on the product with which it is associated. 

 
Its low power consumption allows it to perform a test every 100 
seconds . 

Characteristics : 
 
- Free frequency Radio technology 
    (until 100m depending environnment) 
- Powered by a photovoltaic cell which provides 

an effective system load even in low light 
conditions and ensures communication 24 / 24. 

- Dimensions and weight low 

- Can be installed / uninstall at any time, reliable 

fixation fastenings 

- Total autonomy 

Contact@ir® Transmitter  



Local diagnostic 

Dongl@ir = Local reception 
 
 Identification 
 Local Diagnostic 
 
      Until 100m depending on the 
      receiver, its position and environment. 



Identification 
 
-The serial number of Paraton@ir® 

-The type and the color of Paraton@ir®, 
-The serial number of transmitter 

Diagnostic 
 
- Communication quality, 
- Product integrity 
- Product operation 

History 
 
- Chronology of previous diagnosis, 
- Results  of this diagnosis, 
- Notes of previous users. 

What information will I get with Dongl@ir® ? 

Local diagnostic with Dongl@ir® 



Remote monitoring  

Rout@ir = Remote reception 
 
 Identification 
 Remote Diagnostic 
 In real time warning 
 Lightning intensity level 



Rout@ir® sends Paraton@ir® data on internet, this enables 
control of remote equipement.  
 
Moreover, If your Paraton@ir® is struck by lightning, you 
instantly receive a “Lightning Strike Alert” by Email. 

Rout@ir® : Remote monitoring 

www.contact-platform.com 



Rout@ir® : Remote monitoring 

Identification 
-The serial number of Paraton@ir® 

-The type and the color of Paraton@ir®, 
-The serial number of transmitter 

History 
- Chronology of previous diagnosis, 
- Results  of this diagnosis, 
- Notes of previous users. 

What information will I get with Rout@ir® ? 

In real time warning 
- Email Alert and Push notification 
- Lightning Intensity level  
- Technical support & maintenance procedures 

Remote Diagnostic 
- Web Diagnostic  : www.contact-platform.com 
- In real time consultation with smartphone  
  on LPS France Android app. 



Rout@ir® : Lightning Strike Alert 

LPS France : Lightning Strike Alert 

  



  

Charateristics 

-No power for its operation 

-Fit with all kind of down conductors 

-Increment lightning strikes 

-6 digit display 

-No reset 

-Waterproof (IP65) 

Compt@ir® : E-Lightning strike counter 

Compt@ir® for Remote monitoring 
 
The lightning strike is detected, a normative verification 
should be carried out according to Articles 8.2 to 8.5 of the 
NFC 17-102. 
 
The lightning strike counter Compt@ir® are fitted with 
connector to receive the Contact@ir® system. 
 
 



Compt@ir® : installation 

 

"... A lightning strike counter, must be installed on the most direct and 
down conductor should be preferably located just above the control 
joint. " NFC 17-102 - September 2011 (Article 5.3.8 . )  



Rout@ir® 

Alert@ir® XT : material 

Contact@ir® 

Alerte Foudre 

In real time warning 
- Lightning strike Alert by Email  
- Lightning Intensity level  

 
You already have a lightning 
protection system. 
 
Use Alert@ir XT, can be install 
on every down-conductor. 





LPS France VIDEO Here 

https://youtu.be/sxkg45pf2b4
https://youtu.be/sxkg45pf2b4
https://youtu.be/sxkg45pf2b4

